
Sharing  
 
 
Berger, S.  Martha Doesn't Share!  Martha overuses the word "mine," until she is 
left performing magic tricks without an audience, putting on puppet shows with 
only one puppet, and playing Ping-Pong without a partner. Through the gentle 
encouragement of her parents, Martha realizes that she can have more fun if she 
shares.     jP Berger 
 
Bluthenthal, D. Matilda the Moocher.  Matilda thinks nothing of dropping by her 
neighbor Libby's house to ride her bike or borrow her socks, but Libby thinks that 
Matilda is taking advantage of her.    jP Blumenthal 
 
Carlson, N.  Harriet's Halloween Candy.  Harriet learns the hard way that sharing 
her Halloween candy makes her feel much better than eating it all herself    

jE Carlson 
 
Crum, S.  Mine!  A baby and a bigger child are brought together to play. Right 
away the big kid starts grabbing all the toys and shouts, "MINE!" The baby 
obligingly hands everything to the bigger kid who throws everything over his 
shoulder to take it away from the baby. One of the toys lands in the dog's water 
dish and splashes water. The dog joins in the toy grab, barking what one 
assumes is doggie for "MINE!" and a general melee ensues. It turns into a lot of 
fun and finally, the baby, in a beautifully illustrated animation-like series of 
drawings, rises to his feet and toddles to the big kid, grabs him and shouts, 
"MINE!"    jP Crum 
 
Dean, J.  Pete the Cat: Pete's Big Lunch.  Pete decides to make a sandwich. Of course, 
the more he adds, the bigger it becomes. This is a good thing because he is really, really 
hungry. He forgets to remove the wrappers and adds cans, jars, and boxes to the ever-
teetering tower of items. As he piles on the food, children's giggles will grow right along 
with the expanding "sandwich." Once it becomes too big for the small cat to consume, 
he must think of a clever solution to his dilemma, which he does with a little help from his 
friends.     jE Dean 
 
de Seve, R.  Peanut & Fifi Have a Ball.  Peanut has a new ball and her big sister, 
Fifi, wants to play with it. Peanut doesn't want to share, so Fifi tries to entice her 
with the many different imaginary games they could play with the ball--they could 
tell fortunes, or have a bakery, or let a seal balance the ball on its nose! Peanut 
is NOT convinced, until Fifi comes up with a spectacular imaginary adventure 
that Peanut can't refuse, tut is it too late to join the game?     jP de Seve 
 
Dewdney, A.  Llama Llama Time to Share.   Llama Llama doesn't want to share 
his toys with his new neighbors. But when fighting leads to broken toys and tears, 
Llama learns that it's better to share.    jP Dewdney 
 



Garland, A.  Share.  When Bunny's little cousin visits, her mother tells her over 
and over that she must share. But her cousin wants to do everything Bunny 
does. He wants to play with Bunny's bear, but he pokes and pulls little Ted. He 
wants to play dress-up, but he spills Bunny's beads all over the floor. Bunny tries 
to watch TV, but he blocks her view of the screen, and when Bunny tries to paint, 
he scribbles all over her artwork! But by the end, an exasperated Bunny 
discovers the real value of sharing. As Bunny's cousin is getting ready to leave, 
she realizes she's going to miss him and his constant attention     jP Garland 
 
Gehl, L. One Big Pair of Underwear.  What’s one thing that two bears, three yaks, 
four goats, and six cats have in common?   They hate to share.  But then twenty 
pigs prove that sharing makes everything twice as fun in this seriously silly 
picture book!    jP Gehl 
 
Gravett, E.  Bear & Hare Share!  Friends Bear and Hare go for a walk to look for 
things to do. But Hare is finding it hard to share anything they come across. Will 
Hare ever learn that playing together is more fun than yelling “Mine!”?    

jP Gravett 
 
Hodgkinson, L.  Limelight Larry.  A peacock called Limelight Larry wants to be 
the star of the book named for him. But soon other animals are cluttering the 
pages. When the star finally has his moment in the spotlight, what has happened 
to all his friends?    jP Hodgkinson 
 
Jin, S.  Mine!  Susie Lee Who does the carrot belong to? For a bunch of adorable 
bunnies, that question is up for an endless debate. Each bunny stakes a no 
nonsense claim on the juicy orange veggie with a resounding “Mine!” But as the 
chase heats up and a snowman gets in on the action, the battle for the carrot 
begins to get out of hand. Will the bunnies find a way to stop the madness…and 
share?    jP Jin 
 
Kang, A.  That's (Not) Mine.  Two fuzzy creatures both want to sit in the same 
comfy chair. The trouble is, they can’t agree who it belongs to. They get madder 
and madder, until…    jP Kang 
 
Lester, H.  All for Me and None for All.  Gruntly is a real hog, and the other 
animals are tired of his greediness, but when he gets mixed up on a treasure 
hunt and is the last to reach the prize, Gruntly begins to realize the value of 
kindness and sharing.   j PAR PIC Lester 
 
Lipniacka, E.  Who Shares?  Two rabbits, a brother and sister, have trouble 
sharing what they should, and not sharing what they should not.    jP Lipniacka 
 
O'Connor, J.  Fancy Nancy: Too Many Tutus.  Nancy's mom says Nancy has too 
many tutus! But what happens when her class hosts a swap-and-shop and 
Nancy finds the perfect tutu?    jE O’Connor 



Parenteau, S.   Bears on Chairs.   Four chairs. Four adorable bears. All is well 
until Big Brown Bear shows up and wants a seat. Can these clever bears put 
their heads together (among other things) and make space for one more?      
  jP Parenteau 
 
Rabei, C.  Crunch.  Crunch the guinea pig loves his food, so it's just as well 
there's plenty of it, especially when a hungry little mouse wants a share. So why 
does Crunch refuse? Later, Crunch can't settle to his feast for worrying about the 
mouse. Although he's never stepped outside his hutch before, Crunch sets off to 
look for him. Will he find the little mouse?    jP Rabei 
 
Santat, D. The Cookie Fiasco.  Hippo, Croc, and the Squirrels are determined to 
have equal cookies for all! But how? There are only three cookies . . . and four of 
them! They need to act fast before nervous Hippo breaks all the cookies into 
crumbs!    jP Santat 
 
Savadier, E.  Will Sheila share?  Nana helps teach her toddler granddaughter to 
share.    j PAR PIC Savadier 
 
Trimmer, C.  Simon's New Bed.  Simon’s been looking forward to trying out his 
brand-new dog bed all day. He may be ready for the best nap of his life, but Miss 
Adora Belle the cat has other ideas. She’s taken over his bed before he even 
gets a chance to try it—and she’s not budging. As Simon struggles to find a way 
to free his bed for the Greatest Naptime Ever, he may just discover something 
wonderful about his new bed: there’s plenty of room for two.    jP Trimmer 
 
Vere, E.  Banana!  This book shows how two monkeys learn to share when there 
is only one banana between them.     jP Vere 
 
Willems, M.  The Pigeon Finds A Hot Dog!  Pigeon learns about sharing when a 
curious duckling keeps asking questions about the hot dog Pigeon has found.            
jP Willems 
 
Willems, M.   Should I Share My Ice Cream? Gerald has a delicious ice cream 
cone... should he gobble it up or share it with Piggie? By the time Gerald's 
conscience finally wins out over his stomach, alas, his ice cream has melted! But 
all is not lost. Piggie comes to the rescue just in time for the two friends to share 
not only ice cream but the joy of true friendship as well.  jP Willems 
 
Wilson, K.  Bear Says Thanks.  Bear thanks his friends for bringing food dishes 
to his dinner party and finds a way of sharing something of his own.    jP Wilson 
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